Introduction
Multisensor data fusion is a process to estimate the state of entities by combining information from multiple sensors. One application of data fusion is multisensor surveillance and tracking. In a distrtibuted tracking system, local measurements or estimates are first generated from local sensors and then fused to obtain global estimates. Although the centralized fusion (CF) scheme where measurements are pooled and processed in a single site can theoretically produce optimal results, it is generally not feasible due to communication or reliability limitations.
In a distributed tracking system, each sensor processes its own measurements and communicates the resulting tracks to other sensors or processors. Although this type of distributed fusion system has the advantages of better reliability, lower communication bandwidth, etc., the fusion algorithms are more complicated as compared to the centralized one. This is so because the estimatdtracks to be fused obtained from local sensors, are generally correlated due to either the common prior estimates or the common process noise from the target being tracked. Extensive research has been done in this area [l-131.
A fusion algorithm based on concept of reconstructing the centralized estimate from the local estimates using information matrix (IM) was proposed in [8] [14]. This algorithm is optimal when the underlying target dynamic systems are deterministic or when full-rate communication is employed. However, in the case when the process noise is not negligible due to target maneuver and sensors communicate infrequently to save communication bandwidth, the algorithm is only approximately optimal. Another approach for track fusion was developed based on the concept of finding the cross covariance (CC) of the local track estimates to be used in the fusion formula [loll] . The derivation of the algorithm depends on the correlation between the two estimates but not the common prior estimates and was shown to be suboptimal [9] .
Recently, an algorithm based on the Maximum A Posterior probability density (MAP) concept was proposed [ 11. This approach is similar to the BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimation) fusion rule proposed in [2] . It can be shown that the MAP fusion provides the best (LMMSE) estimates given the latest local estimates under the linear Gaussian assumption in a static situation (i.e., single iteration). However, in a dynamic situation, multiple fusion iterations are needed and the assumptions for the MAP algorithm may not be met exactly. Particularly, the prior estimates of the subsequent fusion process is the LMMSE estimate given the previous local estimates, it is not the conditional estimate given all the prior sensor measurements. The impact of the propagation of this "suboptimal" information is not obvious and a detailed study is needed to uncover that. Several performance evaluation methods have been proposed to compare different fusion algorithms [ 1] [3] [41, but they are either based on a single iteration analysis or a "snapshot" analysis where the correlation between local estimates is assumed to be given. However, from an engineering viewpoint, it would be more interesting and beneficial to understand the steady state performance of the algorithm based on an actual dynamic system.
As in [5]-[7]
where a steady state performance evaluation for track fusion with information matrix was presented, this paper conducts similar analysis for the MAP fusion algorithm. A systematic analytical procedure is proposed to evaluate the performance of such algorithm under two different communication strategies.
Specifically, hierarchical fusion with and without feedback is considered. Theoretical curves for the performance of the fusion algorithm with various communication patterns are given. The results are compared with the ones obtained by the information matrix approach as well as the cross covariance approach. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the analysis and derivation of the fusion performance measure in terms of the covariance of the fusion error. Steady state covariance for hierarchical fusion is derived. Section 3 examines the analytic performance of track fusion with a wide variety of non-deterministic target dynamics (i.e., process noise).
STEADY STATE ANALYSIS OF MAP FUSION
There are a wide variety of distributed tracking and fusion problems. This paper focuses on a simplest case where two tracks obtained from two local processing nodes (sensors) are to be fused together. Apart from the typical linear Gaussian assumptions, it is also assumed that no miscorrelation, misdetection, or merged measurement in the analysis.
Track Fusion System Description
As in [7] , consider a simple track fusion system in which two sensors are tracking the same target. 
where w,") is the zero-mean white Gaussian measurement noise with covariance R"' .
It is also assumed that each sensor employs a Kalman filter to create a local track for each target. At the end of every n sampling intervals, each local sensor transmits its state estimate to the fusion site where track fusion is performed.
The fused track will then be sent back to local sensors (when feedback is on). Local state estimates at time k are assumed to be of minimum variance and based on previous measurements 2:') = { z:j), i = 0,1,2 ,... k} , and j = 1,2.
Namely, 9;; = E[X, I z:')] with the assoicated covariance P g .
MAP (Maximum A Posterior) Fusion
The MAP approach for track-to-track fusion, described in [ 11, combines tracks at the fusion center as follows: These formulae (3)-(4) can also be shown to be optimal in the LMMSE sense [2] given the two local estimates.
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The n-step predictor of the fused state vector and its covariance are: (9) where p$ = P:2pkk-,P:f is the cross covariance between 2 ; : and 2 2 . It can further be shown that in this case (full rate communication with feedback), this MAP fusion rule is algebraically equivalent to the information matrix fusion rule [5] and is optimal in the sense that the result is the same as the one obtained by the centralized fusion
(CF).
However, when n > 1 , the MAP fusion result is not the same as the centralized fusion result. This is because at each MAP fusion iteration, the prior at the fusion site is the LMMSE estimate given the previous local estimates, not the conditional estimate given all the prior measurements.
To understand the impact of the propagation of this "suboptimal" information, we need to derive the corresponding Ex: and E,. It can be shown that (see Appendix B) where matrices Aii), B : i ) ,
When feedback is off, similar but more complicated expressions can be obatined (see Appendix C).
Steady State Error Covariance
In the following performance analysis, we assume that the local filters and the fusion process have reached the steady state.
At the steady state, we have We further assume all the regularity conditions, including observability and controllability conditions, necessary to assure a unique existence of a positive definite solution to these matrix equations.
Note that unlike the IM fusion, in MAP fusion, we obtain the true covariance, namely Solution to the steady state covariance involves searching for Po in the following nonlinear function Figures 1-3 show the theoretical results based on the analysis derived in section 2 for the hierarchical MAP fusion with feedback. In these figures, the ratios of the elements of the covariance matrix P and P* for a wide range of process noise q are given, where p = is the steady state error covariance matrix of the fused state and P * is the optimal steady state error covariance matrix with a single sensor. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the areas of the ellipses of uncertainty, A/A*, which are proportional to the square root of the covariance matrices. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a quantitative performance evaluation method for the MAP track fusion algorithm. In particular, the steady state performance for hierarchical fusion architecture with or without feedback is analyzed in detail.
It has been known that the MAP algorithm takes into account the local estimate correlation due to both common prior and common process noise while IM algorithm only considers common prior. It has also been shown that the MAP fusion provides the best (LMMSE) estimates under the linear Gaussian assumption in a static situation (i.e., single iteration). This paper presents a systematic analytical procedure for a dynamic situation and provides the theoretical curves for the steady state performance of the MAP fusion algorithm with various communication patterns. The results are compared with the one obtained
